
Microcontroller_
Reports Actuator Data
Position Feedback Info

Microcontroller_
Processes Sensor Data
Set Position Information

Actuator_
Input Information
Drives Motor

Sensor_
Proximity Sensor Detects
User Location Distance

Closed Loop System_
Utalizing a closed loop system to create a kinetic 
response from input data.  The PIng))) sensor uses 
sonar to establish a range of distance.  When the 
sensor is triggered it sends a response to the actutor 
to turn the motor.  That motor then cranks the gear to 
initiate movement.  When the actuator reaches a 
certain height it will hold its position.  When the 
sensor no longer recieves information the motor will 
reteurn to its start position of 0

User_
Location in space
Triggers Input Response

Motor_
Drives Gear System
Output Kinetic Response



System Components_
The overall system system works as one unit, but it is 
comprised of several smaller systems working togeth-
er.  One being the central core, another is the structural 
elements, and the last is the skin of the system.

The Core_
This central system houses the ‘brain’ of the installation.  The 
microcontroller, the motor, and the gear train are all housed 
within this system.  The core also acts as the structure, rooting 
the installation in place.  This core eliminated the need for a 
dependancy on a substructure or existing conditions.  The core 
also allows for a new means of interaction.  As the systems 
moves in response with the user, it reveals the core.  This new 
artifact can then be a new tool of communication between the 
user and the architecture.



System Components_
The overall system system works as one unit, but it is 
comprised of several smaller systems working togeth-
er.  One being the central core, another is the structural 
elements, and the last is the skin of the system.

Structural Elements_
As the system recieves the input data from the sensor, it needs 
to turn that into an output response.  The kinetics of the instal-
lation rely on components having the ability to move and 
reshape their structure.  The skeletal members work as a join to 
create the movement between object and canopy.  They can be 
further studied of how the joinery works and its dominance in 
the system, looking at material and scale of components.

Armatures_
Option 1 uses long elements 
to achieve movement result-
ing in large canopy space.

Armatures_
Option 2 uses several small 
compnantus to achieve 
movement resulting in a 
more dynamic transition 
between states






